
"Flowers flutter, butterflies dance,

embracing summer dreams" 
- The Spirit of NTUE Through Generations

   The Alumni Association Chorus, NTUE presented their achievements in the event
"Flowers flutter, butterflies dance, embracing summer dreams," with the National
Taipei University of Education and the FengMing Chorus leading the performance.
They sang with diverse emotions, ranging from self-selected songs to choral pieces. All
were meticulously chosen, rehearsed, and conducted by the renowned conductor,
Professor Kai-Jun Zhao. The repertoire spanned various languages, including
Mandarin, Taiwanese, English, and Japanese, each delivered with profound emotion,
resonating the natural beauty of voices and music. 



 The new songs, such as "Memories,"
"Soliloquy under the open sky," "Sisi ni
moja," and "Wings to fly," were sung
with a passionate and heartfelt fervor,
leaving the audience in tears. The
performance was further enriched
with several Japanese hits, like "Yume
wo akiramenaide" ("Don't Give Up on
Your Dreams") and "Hana wa saku"
("Flowers Will Bloom"). The musical
atmosphere was grand and full, and
the audience couldn't help but chant
for Encore! Encore! Encore!.

   "Tonight, the night in the NTUE is truly lively, and the music is as beautiful as the
spirit of the NTUE." Those who attended this grand event tonight, believe that within
the performance of 'Flowers flutter, butterflies dance, embracing summer dreams,'
you will recall the wonderful moments of our campus life. Just as the theme of this
performance suggests, "The spirit of nurturing individuals never fades, creating
exemplary talent as the standard, passing on the spirit of NTUE for a century." We
hope that, like these songs, our voices and spirit will continue to resonate, carrying a
great responsibility for generations to come.

   The cherished bonds of the NTUE were
profoundly touched, and the classic
Taiwanese song "Dian Xin Dan" exquisitely
conveyed the richness of Taiwanese cuisine
and culture. With its lively, bright melody
and alternating tempo, it brought waves of
climax and delight to the audience.
Another song, "Mhm Tang Hian Taiwan,"
similarly touched the hearts of the
listeners. Through gentle voices, it inspired
the younger generation to give their best
and work tirelessly, embedding warmth
and subtlety. The applause continued long
after the songs ended.


